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of the time when Reason was worshipped in the person of a
prostitute, and when Robespierre and his butchers bathed in
blood by the light of conflagrations. Under its care children
became foul animals and wild beasts." The function of the
University was to " prepare victims and provide the execu-
tioners with material." The University Catechism attacked the
morals of State institutions, " in which books entered freely
of such obscenity that the grossest infamies were but peaceful
idylls." As to the opponents of Church teaching, Quinet for
instance was " an obscene blasphemer born of a worm."
The limits of scurrilous abuse, of deliberate misrepresenta-
tion, of the spirit of unscrupulous controversy at its worst,
were reached in the newspaper L'Univers, under the editorship
of Louis Veuillot. We shall come across Veuillot at a later
stage and have then a better opportunity of passing some
judgment on his work and influence. Suffice it now to say that,
representing as he did Catholic claims in their most extreme
and irreconcilable form, he devoted an undoubted talent as
a journalist and a controversialist not to the building up
of a strong convincing case by appealing to the reason of his
friends and of his adversaries; not even to the destruction
of the latter's case by violent invective, though he freely
indulged in this; but to crushing by misrepresentation and
abuse those of his own party who showed any moderation,
any desire for a peace of conciliation, any reluctance to seeing
in the other side aught else but monsters and devils, and
to making impossible any reasonable settlement of a most
difficult problem.
The University, being in possession of the citadel, began
by meeting the attack with comparative indifference. It
could afford to wait. But the situation changed when in 1844
a Strasburg professor, Genin, pointed out in a pamphlet, The
Jesuits and the University^ that the real issue was the recognition
and settlement of the Society of Jesus. After having sum-
marized the usual criticism made of the Society's moral and
intellectual teaching, G£nin concluded that between the
Jesuits and the University one must choose: it was a matter
of life and death.
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